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JNTRODIICTION

Currently, non-myoelectric controls for electro-mechanical prosthetic components include

pull switches, rocker switches, harness pull switches, push-button switches, touch pad actuators

(Universal Artificial Limb), touch switches (Steeper), and momentary contact switches Often these

control systems prove to be invaluable Yet, at the same time, their incorporation into a prosthesis

often results in a cosmetically unappealing prosthesis Furthermore, in certain situations the client
may be restricted in range of motion due to soft tissue damage, extensive scarring, or other related

problems which limit effective performance of conventional controls Recent experience shows that

the application of Force Sensing Resistor's (FSRs) and Capacitive Touch Controls (CTCs) in prosthetics
presently have specffic use An increased awareness of possible applications of FSR and CTC
technology is anticipated to spark new and innovative applications in the fields of prosthetics and
orthotics

FORCE SENSING RESISTORS

The FSR was developed (in 1985) initially for use in electronic instruments such as key-
boards and drum sets This enables the musician to p ay louder when the instrument is struck harder,

and quieter, when it is touched softly. FSRs

can be activated when pressure is applied to

the active area (printed interdigitating elec-

trodes) They were first introduced to the

profession in 1989 by Steve Dillon, who was

then working for the Universal Artificial Limb

Company.

An FSR, in its most basic denomina-

tor, is an on/off switch FSRs are comprised

of three layers The top pottion is a conduc-
tive grid, the bottom portion is a

setniconductive layer and both are sepal ated
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by an adhesive spacer which provides an air space The separate plates make contact when an
external force is applied, which gives a dir ectly proportional resistive characteristic.

In reference to illustration #1 for the construction of an FSR, notice the words printed
interdigitating electrodes: this is the conductor grid By definition, it is an interweavingpatter n of
linearly offSet conductor traces used to achieve electrical contact The grid is shunted by the
semiconductor layer to give the FSR response [2]. Because the FSR switch characteristic is so
compact (it's thickness ranges from 0 008" to 0 050"), there is essentially zero travel, and thus less
chance of failtue [2] Due to the mechanical
construction of the spacer opening and vent area,

however, moisture can be a f actor which causes

an inconsistent response in the FSR Presently,
HMRC's Powered Upper Extremity Prosthetic
Programme is investigatingmaterials to insulate
better the FSR from moisture One method used
to prevent moisture is to seal the tail connector
with sluink tubing and silicone adhesive The
vent spacer allows any air inside the FSR to
equalize itself The question may arise: Does it matter where pressure is applied? Yes, the parallel
lines in the active area senses pressure The greater the surface area depressed on the interweavmg
pattern, the more accurate the signal For instance, if
only a third of the upper portion of the FSR is depressed,
the signal would be weaker than if three quarter s were
touched

One of the outstanding features of the FSR is
its capability to pr ovide proportional or variable input
control and multi-state response from a single FSR site
This enables the FSR to be used as an analogue output
(signal),. Referring to illustration #2, it can be seen that
the wiring appear s to be simple It is for the most part,
but a crucial component is the Liberty V004 Varigrip
Control Without attachment of the Varigrip, the hand
will not function withvariable speed It is noteworthy
that the current VG04 and VG01 Vasigrips are a newer
version and incorporates and energy-saving function
VG01 and VG04 models are the same with the excep-
tion the VG04 \Twig-rips come with wiring for internal
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systems

Considerations should be made in choosing an appropriate hand for the FSR Varigrip set-up
In illustration #2 the set-up requires space for the varigrip to be installed into the forearm segment,
mainly because terminal devices such as the Centri-Ultralite and VASI "C" series hand, and the O.B.
Glider will not accept the Varigrip internally Although this illustration demonstrates the use of an
external battery, an internal batterysystem can be incorporated easily.

Illustration #3 depicts a method of wiring FSRs to operate an 0B.. 8E38=1 series hand
Note that the power bridge must be removed and the VG01 Varigrip, with O.B.9E105 hand switch,
installed The 0B.. 9E168=4 coaxial bushing connector is then connected to the Varigrip; if the
motor lead is connected in reverse, conunand functions will be inverted This is nota difficult task
to correct; a simple reversal of connectors will remedy the reversed dhection. The 0B.. 9E105 hand
switch is not shown in illustration #3

Presently, the Powered Upper Extremity Prosthetic Programme at Hugh MacMillan Reha
bilitation Centre (FIMRC) is also involvedwith reseal ch

in high-level amputee FSR applications Practitioners
may choose to use a child-size electric elbow, an me-
chanical elbow, external elbow joints, or an adult-size
electric elbow. Traditionally, myoelectric switch controls
for the hand and elbow functions have pr oved to the most
effective hybrid controls Illustration #4 indicates the
capabilities of the Boston Elbow Control Board Within
the Control Board, switch channels in conjunction with
myoelectric andior touch pad controls may be used The
latter is of most importance for touchpad applications
because this feature allows incorporation of FSRs or CTCs (Capacitive Touch Controls) into the
module In the case of a shoulder-disafficulation amputee, preference has been given, in the past, to
push, switch contr ols. The utili7ation of the Boston Elbow provides an ability to use FSRs directly
without the aid of a Varigrip Control, because the Varigrip is incorporated into the elbow control
electronics By utilizing the FSR to its full potential, the added mode selector board can transform
a two-site single channel transducer into a one-site double channel system

The following are clinical considerations in using FSRs:
Is there enough range of motion?
Is the skin too sensitive?

Can enough pressure be applied to depress the FSR?
Is there excessive perspiration that may cause interference with the FSR's transmitted signal?
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The following, then, are advantages of FSRs:

the ability to add more functions to prostheses

the impr ovement of cosmetic appearance

the ability to function as a multi-state response fr om single FSR site

the switch characteristic has essentially zero travel

In the situation where the client has difficulty using FSR controls, another method (CTCs) can be

explored

CAPACITIVE TOT JCH CONTROLS

Capacitive Touch Controls (CTCs) are conductive plates which, when touched, sense the

electrical capacitance presented by the client's body, and convert this signal electronically to activate

the required actuator In 1980 CTCs were originally used with much larger control pads for wheel-

chair clients Initially, capacitive touchplates were developed to achieve the following features:

The plate is actuated by body contact and can be made independent of applied force

The actuating target area can be adjusted to suit the targeting ability of each intended user.

Placement of each control plate can be easily made to accommodate the motor patterns of each
individual

The system is resistant to food spills and saliva [4].

Ideally, three-state elect' ode buttons are used, though an

mand cables.

CTC strategy can be very beneficial where the

client is unable to produce sufficient force to activate

conventional switches, skin is too sensitive, OT the client

has limited motion The Mt system requires very little

contact force to activate. Presently, elts can be more

advantageous than FSRs (but at the cost of losing pro-

portional control) because the latter requires a certain

degree of pressure for activation. Pressure may not be

adequate to activate an FSR if excessive redundant tis-

sue is present, or if the client exhibits limited range of

motion, or minimal muscle power. CTCs are ideally

suited for shoulder-level amputees with limited shoul-
der excursion

Considerations should also be made for sufficient space to house the CTC board in the
forearm or humeral section,. If the client is to receive three functions (elbow, wrist, and hand),

y conductive plate can be attached to com-
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careful planning is required, utilizing three control boards Thisplan uses the VASI (VV8-12 A)
myoelectic elbow In illustration #5, the set-up is for hand function only

CONCLI ISIONS

One benefit of FSRs and CFCs is a less-complicated wiring scheme than switch control

wiring, which facilitates connecting and servicing Furthermore, because FSRs and CTCsare low-

profiled control systems, they are not bay and thus the prosthesis has a more contoured and blended

appearance Questions to consider before using FSR controls are as follows:

Does the client perspire excessively?

Can mounting of an FSR be accorrunodated on a flat surface?

Can enough pressure be applied to depress the FSR?

Questions to consider before using CTC controls are as foLlows:

Does the client desire propoitional control?

Is there enough space to accommodate electronic boards?

Does the client need a one-site, dual action control?

Both FSRs and CTCs have their strengths and weaknesses Each has its unique ability to be
used to control powered prostheses: FSRs for variable control; and CTCs in cases where there is
skin sensitivity and/or excessive redundant tissue FSRs and CTCs are two examples of advanced
teclunques recently applied in the development of new prosthetic and orthotic appliances As elec-
tronic circuitry becomes smaller, faster, and more efficient, clients can benefit from customized
componenty to suit their individual needs It is anticipated that this would optimize function,
cosmesis, and reliability
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